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Abstract The physical unclonable functions (PUF) are used to provide software as well as
hardware security for the cyber-physical systems. They have been used for performing sig-
nificant cryptography tasks such as generating keys, device authentication, securing against
IP piracy, and to produce the root of trust as well. However, they lack in reliability met-
ric. We present a novel approach for improving the reliability as well as the uniqueness
of the field programmable gated arrays (FPGAs) based ring oscillator PUF and derive a
random number, consuming very small area (< 1%) concerning look-up tables (LUTs).
We use frequency profiling method for distributing frequency variations in ring oscillators
(RO), spatially placed all across the FPGA floor. We are able to spot suitable locations for
RO mapping, which leads to enhanced ROPUF reliability. We have evaluated the proposed
methodology on Xilinx -7 series FPGAs and tested the robustness against environmental
variations, e.g. temperature and supply voltage variations, simultaneously. The proposed ap-
proach achieves significant improvement (i) in uniqueness value upto 49.90%, within 0.1%
of the theoretical value (ii) in the reliability value upto 99.70%, which signifies that less
than 1 bit flipping has been observed on average, and (iii) in randomness, signified by pass-
ing NIST test suite. The response generated through the ROPUF passes all the applicable
relevant tests of NIST uniformity statistical test suite.
Keywords Hardware Security, PUF, Ring Oscillator, FPGA, Random Number Generator,
Biased & Randomized Placement, NIST Statistical Test, K-means Clustering.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, information security, integrity and privacy are the primary attention for each
software and hardware subsystems, since the compromised subsystems introduce vulnera-
bility by getting exploited due to various loopholes. Most of these hardware subsystems have
been designed by appropriating application specific integrated circuits (ASIC) and field pro-
grammable gated arrays (FPGA). FPGA based security solutions are distinguished due to
reconfigurable architectures. To secure the information, cryptographic primitives have been
used to advance an essential level of information security and integrity. The primary require-
ment for the cryptographic primitive is to protect the secret keys against various security
threats, i.e. key stealing, random guessing, etc. The earlier approaches to protect secret keys
against random guessing attacks attempt to increase the entropy of secret key and keep it
high enough to pass randomness benchmarks. These random keys can be stored in secure
non-volatile memory (NVM) of the hardware device, and appropriated during cryptographic
operations.
Nevertheless, these keys can not resist against physical attacks, i.e. side channel param-
eter extraction, device tempering, etc [12] [13]. These attacks can extract at least partial
information of the secret key and predict the remnant. However, hardware-enabled random
number generation (RNG) methods provide a suitable alternative, instead of storing it. More-
over, physical unclonable function (PUF) has been utilized to produce random information
from the hardware, unlike NVM based keys.
The physical unclonable function has been used to generate a random unique identifi-
cation sequence by employing stochastic process variability of the silicon-based chips. An
electronic circuit is used to produce a n bit binary unique identification sequence, each from
a device. These identification sequences are appropriated to provide an essential level of
hardware security against IC overbuilding, IP piracy and are also used to protect against de-
vice tempering in hardware, i.e. ASIC and FPGA [37] [25]; moreover, the same can also be
used for hardware-based cryptographic keys generation [42], hardware device authentica-
tion [17] [35] and hardware-based random number generation [3]. Numerous methods have
been proposed to produce hardware based random number generations, i.e. linear feedback
shift registers [29], power supply based RNG [44], ring oscillator based RNG [15], etc.
FPGA based security solutions are quite prominent and widely adopted due to recon-
figurability. Therefore, light-weight and secure cryptographic algorithms have been imple-
mented on FPGA, and employed for the IoT security [24].
The work related to unclonable function has been started with physical one-way func-
tion. The one-way function has been used to produce random optical patterns by appro-
priating the optical characteristics of a material. These optical characteristics have an ap-
proximately zero probability for regeneration, without knowing the exact angle information
[35]. The silicon-based physical unclonable function has been introduced to produce ran-
dom information by employing a digital circuit, which is termed as arbiter based PUF design
[17] [11]. The arbiter PUF design performs a delay comparison between two symmetrically
routed path, where each path consists of the equal number of logic gates. The design ex-
ploits the random manufacturing variations and derives a random signature from it. There
are many more PUF designs have been proposed to produce random binary sequences, i.e.
ring oscillator [42], latch and flip-flops enabled [41] [49] [28], static random access memory
(SRAM) [20], etc.
PUF can be categorized in mainly two types on the basis of challenge-response pairs
(CRP); 1) Strong, and 2) Weak. A weak PUF typically consists of less number of CRP.
However, the strong PUF has many number of CRP. The typical application of the strong
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PUF is the device authentication, where a large number of CRP requires. The example of
strong PUF is arbiter based, optical based, etc. The weak PUF typically used for crypto-
graphic key generation, i.e. ring oscillator PUF (ROPUF), Latch enabled, SRAM based,
etc.
The ring oscillator based PUF has been designed by employing multiple ring oscil-
lator, and each ring oscillator produces different frequency due to its manufacturing varia-
tions. These frequencies have been used to generate random unique identification sequences.
ROPUF design is less affected by routing skew as compared to arbiter based design. How-
ever, ring oscillators are more prone to uncontrolled environmental noises, i.e. voltage (V ),
temperature (T ) and device aging (λ) [4]. These noises revise the internal propagation delay
of ring oscillators; consequently, the frequency variation appears to be significant, which
causes unreliable response bit generation or response bit flipping.
The security of the cryptographic algorithms is dependent on the secure key, and the
keys should be reliable and reproducible at different environmental conditions. Therefore
unreliable cryptographic key can corrupt the entire message after encryption, which is hard
to decrypt at the other end, e.g. secure hash algorithm (SHA) can change 50% of message
bits with a single bit flipping in secret key. Similarly, high bit flipping rate can increase
the false acceptance rate (FAR) and false rejection rate (FRR) during device authentication
application. Therefore reliable response generation through PUF is a relevant and essential
problem to be solved. However, the uniqueness enhancement can reduce the FAR and FRR,
although randomness can improve the unpredictability of the secure key.
2 Related Work
Author Devadas et al. have started extensive work related to ring oscillator PUF [42]. After
that, various researchers have proposed numerous numbers of research articles to address
and solve the ring oscillator PUF related problems. The response produced by the ROPUF
deficits with unreliable response bits. The increment in unreliable response bits leads to pro-
duce misidentification errors, therefore inter-PUF and intra-PUF hamming distances should
keep as large as possible. There are many approaches has been proposed to improve the
frequency response of the ring oscillator PUF and the improvement in frequency response
can improve both distances.
Devadas et al. have introduced the very first ROPUF reliable design, and the approach
provides a significant improvement in the frequency response. The author improves the ring
oscillator selection logic based on the frequency difference from a group of k ring oscil-
lators. A pair of ring oscillator has been selected out of k ring oscillators to maximize the
frequency difference. The approach provides a significant improvement in reliability, but the
area utilization has been increased by k times.
The other significant work relating to reliability improvement is the configurable ring
oscillator (CRO), which was proposed by Maiti et al. [33]. The author proposed a new
design consists of configurable ring oscillators. These ring oscillators are configured in such
a way that frequency difference between selected ring oscillator should be maximized. The
approach improves the reliability at 90nm technology, and the reliability is > 99.2% in
the presence of environmental variations. There are other implementations of the CRO have
been proposed to address the reliability and uniqueness metric issues [53] [40].
There is a remarkable contribution has been made to correct bit error rate (BER) by
introducing post-processing techniques, some of these are the error correction techniques,
i.e. temporal majority voting (TMV), Bose-Chaudhuri- Hocquenghem (BCH) codes, etc [6]
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[7]. There are other techniques such as fuzzy extraction, which has been used to provide
strength to the device authentication in the presence of environmental noise [23]. These
approaches require extra resources on the hardware and also requires spare computation
time for processing.
The FPGA based ROPUF design has limited access to reduce the effect of environmen-
tal noise, therefore some authors proposed LUT level modification to enhanced the RO-PUF
performance. The author suggested a LUT based self compare structure, which can generate
256 bit response by tuning the LUT delay lines [16]. The approach provides an improvement
in uniqueness, but the fine-tuning of delay line originates unreliable response bits. Moreover,
the author proposed an adaptive tuning circuit, which can reduce unreliable response bits,
but the tuning design itself requires extra hardware on FPGA. The author Wei Yan et al. pro-
posed an approach based on phase calibrated ring oscillators, the phase calibration technique
has been employed to measure fast and accurately RO frequencies. The response generated
through phase calibrated ROPUF design has passed all NIST statistical tests along with very
less unreliable bits < 1% in the presence of the temporal environmental variations [50].
The ROPUF reliability enhancement has been accomplished by increasing the frequency
difference. Apart from the CRO and 1-out-of-k approach, there are numerous methods have
been proposed to improve the ROPUF reliability. These approaches extract the ring oscilla-
tor frequency variation using on-chip frequency monitors and choose a pair of ring oscilla-
tors, which provides a significantly large frequency difference. The logic for ring oscillator
selection and the frequency difference enhancement are different for each approach. The
authors have proposed methods related to temperature awareness frequency measurement
[10] [43]. These approaches prefer a ring oscillator pair which has better temperature sta-
bility. Moreover, the reliability improvement is significant, but the approach is limited to
temperature variations, and it also requires some mechanism to perform temperature char-
acterization of ring oscillators. The authors F. Kodýtek et al. present an approach to improve
the randomness characteristics using the entropy of the counter bit position, while counter
is subjected to the ring oscillator frequency. The method possess significant randomness
and passes NIST statistical methods, however the approach shows high bit flipping in the
presence of voltage variation [26].
The other works are related to grouping based approach, where a group or specific order
has chosen with several frequencies, and these frequencies are selected in such a manner
that the frequency difference has been improved [27] [52]. The author defines a threshold
frequency (fth), which is the safe limit for frequency difference and the approach search for
the ring oscillators, which provides at least fth frequency difference. The selection of fth
is uncertain, and it depends on the characterization accuracy, environmental variations and
device family.
The characterization phase for all of these approaches is almost the same, except the ac-
curacy and device type. The accuracy and computation time for the characterization phase
relies on the counter enable duration, system clock frequency, number of inverters in ring
oscillators, and routing propagation delay. Some of the quite prominent frequency monitor-
ing methods have been proposed for accurate frequency measurement [31] [22] [21]. These
methods have been implemented for different device families.
The author Chauhan et al. presented an approach, which improves the reliability of
ROPUF design by increasing frequency difference among ring oscillators [8]. The authors
have proposed, the enhancement in frequency difference using a new characterization phase,
biased placement and k-means clustering. The overall reliability improvement is appar-
ent due to the frequency difference enhancement. However, the other parameters such as
uniqueness and uniformity diminish, due to biased placement. Furthermore, the approach
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is limited to temperature variations. Later, the approach has been modified to improve the
randomness and uniqueness along with reliability [9]. The authors additionally, employ the
randomized placement to enhance the uniqueness, whereas randomness is improved using
random frequency allocation with an LFSR design. The sequences produced by modified
ROPUF design have passed NIST statistical tests for randomness. However, the reliability
certainly get reduced for the extreme voltage conditions. Furthermore, the routing valida-
tion step increases ROPUF synthesis and implementation efforts, making it a comparatively
time-consuming process.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The problem motivation and current novel
contribution are discussed in section 3 and 3.1, respectively. In section 4 we have discussed
ring oscillator design, modeling and effect of measurement uncertainties. The proposed ap-
proach and the experimental results are presented in sections 5 and 6, respectively. The
manuscript has concluded in section 7.
3 Motivation
The ring oscillator PUF is considered a weak PUF, since it can only produce a small number
of challenge-response pairs. Therefore, it is widely used for cryptographic key generation,
where cryptographic core obfuscates the CRP correlation. Some of the researchers have uti-
lized weak PUF with strong PUF and pseudo random number generator (PRNG) to increase
the obfuscation, and thus are able to improve the resistance against machine learning at-
tacks [45] [30]. The PUFs are vulnerable to machine learning attacks, which are capable of
replicating challenge-response correlation by employing intelligent machine learning (ML)
approaches. Similar, to the ML attacks, a genetic algorithm (GA) based attack has been ex-
plored to predict the response of ROPUF design. These approaches can predict CRP with a
prediction rate of upto 96% [34] [39].
The authors proposed an improved version of the existing ROPUF design in order to
make it as a strong PUF. Further, the reliable PUF-ID generator is used to provide challenges
instead of applying challenges directly to the PUF. Here, the reliable PUF-ID introduces ob-
fuscation between input and output and thus reduces the CRP correlation. However, the
environmental variations have not been considered with the approach [18]. Similarly, the
authors have proposed dual-mode PUF to improve the ML resistance [45], where the ap-
proach utilizes two modes; i) counting and ii) state stabilization. However, the obfuscation
increases the sensitivity to environmental noise. Thus authors in [45], report a > 13% bit
flipping occurrence due to temperature variations. They do not consider the effect of sup-
ply voltage variations. As the supply voltage variation modifies ring oscillator pulse width
nonlinearly, the effect of such variation is more significant as compared to effect due to
temperature variation.
These attempts accommodate ways to secure device authentication against ML attacks
by combining multiple PUFs, which could lead to increased sensitivity to environmental
variations. Hence, a single but more reliable PUF is preferable in order to improve false
rejection ratio (FRR) as well as false acceptance ratio (FAR). The other solution is to utilize
the error correction schemes, albeit at the cost of FPGA chip area overhead, constraining
how large a number of PUFs could be realized on the remaining area.
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3.1 Our Contribution
The work proposed in this paper is substantial extension of authors’ work for ROPUF reli-
ability and uniqueness enhancement using randomized and biased placement on FPGA [9]
[8]. Following are our additional contributions in this manuscript.
– The ring oscillator frequency difference is maximized using augmented clustering-based
approach. We propose an improved K-means based grouping approach by novel ap-
proach for global maximum based inter-centroid frequency selection. This novel aug-
mentation in algorithm results in improving the frequency difference characteristics of
the ROPUF.
– The further improvement in the minimum pairwise frequency difference has been ob-
tained by employing novel scheme for centroid relocation based difference maximiza-
tion. The proposed approach provides the enhancement in the frequency difference
whenever the number of ring oscillators in ROPUF increase.
– The randomness evaluation has been performed using NIST statistical tests. We have in-
troduced a controllable randomness factor to configure the randomness of the proposed
ROPUF, which also we have validated by employing NIST statistical tests and minimum
entropy analysis.
– We propose the elimination of routing validation scheme in design flow. Alternately, we
effect modifications in hardware design, which altogether omits synthesis & implemen-
tation and thus saves time/efforts.
– We have included a detailed analysis of the improved k-means clustering, overall design
time, minimum entropy. We have performed experimentation on increased the number
of hardware (FPGA devices) to achieve higher confidence in the results.
4 Ring Oscillator Physical Unclonable Functions
The ring oscillator PUF design consists of M number of ring oscillators divided into two
groups as shown in Figure 1, where each group consists of M2 ring oscillators and these ring
oscillators are placed over the entire FPGA chip. Presuming that manufacturing variation
modifies the frequency of each ring oscillator. A pair of ring oscillator has been selected,
each from a group using the input challenge (C), and finally pulse difference has been eval-
uated using a comparator design. The response (R) is the binary output generated through
the comparator design.
4.1 Ring Oscillator Delay Modeling
A typical ring oscillator has been designed with the odd number of inverter and enable logic
element. The propagation delay τg of a logic element due to manufacturing variation can
be assumed as the multivariate Gaussian distribution, and it is dependent on the process
parameters, i.e. the threshold voltage (Vth), the channel length (L), width (W ), etc.
The τg is composed of mainly three components; 1.) average delay component τavgg ,
2.) systematic delay component τsg and, 3.) random delay component τrg . The propagation
delay of ith logic element is the aggregation of all three delay components and it can be
represented as (1).
τgi = τ
avg
gi + τ
s
gi + τ
r
gi (1)
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Fig. 1: The ring oscillator based PUF design consists of M ring oscillators. The input and
output can be represented as a tuple of challenge-response pair (C,R). The challenges have
applied using a maximal length LFSR design.
The propagation delay (d) of n logic element based ring oscillator is manifested in (2).
d =
(
n∑
i=1
(τnomgi + τ
s
gi + τ
r
gi)
)
+ dw (2)
Here, dw is the routing path delay of the ring oscillator. The average value appears due
to the effective value of process parameters. The systematic delay component arises due to
non-uniformity during the fabrication, whereas the random delay component is present due
to irregular doping concentration in transistors. Therefore each ring oscillator produces a
distinct frequency and further it is used to generate random signatures.
4.2 ROPUF response modeling
The ring oscillator PUF design produces random numbers by performing comparison in
between a pair of the ring oscillator. A pair of digital counters has been utilized to capture
ring oscillator pulses (α) for ton duration, therefore the propagation delay (d), and the RO
frequency (f ) at an instance is manifested in (3).
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d =
ton
2α
, f =
α
ton
(3)
The delay difference between ith and jth ring oscillators can be evaluated using (4).
∆d = − ton∆α
2αiαj
, ∆f =
∆α
ton
(4)
From (4), we can conclude that, ∆F ∝ ∆α ∝ ∆d. Therefore the ROPUF response can
be evaluated in terms of either count difference (∆α) or frequency difference (∆f), which
is manifested in (5).
R =
{
0, if ∆f ≥ 0
1, otherwise
(5)
A noise () has been introduced during count value extraction from counter, it can be
expressed using (6).
∆f = ∆fm + ∆ft (6)
Here, ∆fεt and ∆fεm are the environmental noise and measurement noise. The error-
free frequency difference (∆f ) can be expressed as the aggregation of systematic (∆fsys),
random (∆frand) and wire frequency difference (∆fw). Therefore the actual frequency
difference (∆f ) can be expressed as (7).
∆f = ∆fsys + ∆frand + ∆fw + ∆fεt + ∆fεm (7)
The unreliable response is referred as the frequency difference (∆f ) sign change for
same input during difference conditions.
4.3 Effect of Measurement Error
The frequency difference measurement error ∆fm is random in nature and it can be mod-
eled as N (0, σ2εm), here mean is assumed to be zero and σεm is the standard deviation for
measurement error. The maximum frequency difference measurement error (∆fmaxm ) = 6σ
(range is ±3σ) for 99.7% confidence interval. Therefore highly deviated ring oscillators in-
crease bit flipping possibility by increasing measurement error.
4.4 Effect of Environmental Error
The environmental variations modifies the ring oscillator frequency difference. The source
of environmental variation is temperature (T), supply voltage (V) and device aging (λ).
Rewriting (7) in (8).
∆f = ∆f + ∆ft + ∆fm (8)
From (8), it is clear that reliable condition (no frequency sign change) can be achieved
by either (9) or (10).
|∆f | > (|∆fεt + ∆fεm |) (9)
∆f ∗ (∆fεt + ∆fεm) > 0 (10)
The condition (9) itself is a complete one, but if (9) does not satisfy then (10) can be
checked for stability.
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5 Proposed Methodology
The proposed approach has been used to increase the frequency difference (∆f ) such that
all the ring oscillator pairs should satisfy (9), because the effect of noise (∆f) in frequency
difference can be compensated when the frequency difference is comparatively large. There-
fore highly separated ring oscillator frequencies are preferred to improve the reliability.
Algorithm 1 Work flow of the proposed approach
Phase-0 : Constraint Creation
begin
1: Place & Route Constraint Creation for Characterization
end
Phase-1 : Frequency Variation Profiling
begin
1: Capture Frequency Data using On-chip Frequency Monitors
2. Erroneous Frequency Rejection (Post Process)
end
Phase-2 : ROPUF Creation
begin
1: Clustering Based Grouping.
2: Centroid relocation for difference maximization.
3: Ring oscillator group assignment.
4: Randomized placement of ring oscillators.
5: Create constraint files.
end
The proposed approach is a two-phase approach, where the first phase extracts the pro-
cess variation of the entire FPGA chip using Z ring oscillator instances. Each ring oscillator
instance is placed to a single slice. During the second phase, we have selected M ring os-
cillator instances out of Z instances, in order to achieve a significant frequency difference,
which improves the overall reliability, here Z M . The manual placement & routing con-
straints have been included to fix the placement and routing of ring oscillators. Since we
have used fixed placement and routing, therefore no other logic can occupy the allocated
resources.
The flow of the proposed approach is shown in Algorithm 1. All the constraints related
to the first phase has been created during a pre-processing phase, which is termed as phase-0
or constraint creation phase.
5.1 Phase-0 : Constraint Creation
The characterization phase requires to place Z number of ring oscillator to the entire FPGA
chip, each ring oscillator requires a single slice for implementation (four slices for logic
element and single shift register for latch). A software interface has been designed to auto-
mate the characterization constraint creation phase using MATLAB, TCL & VIVADO [46], as
shown in Figure 2. The preprocessing phase requires to perform only once for the same type
of FPGA chips; for example, all Nexys-4DDR FPGA requires only one constraint creation
phase.
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Start
Create RO 
Placement & Routing 
Constraints
Variation_
Profile_LOC
.XDC
Variation_
Profile_
ROUTE.XDC
Synthesis
Implementation 
& Bit Generation
Variation_
Profile.bit
Phase-0: Pre-processing Step (VIVADO-TCL-MATLAB)
getLOC.TCL
getRoute.TCL
generateBit.TCL
VIVADO_Files:
Variation_Profile_LOC.XDC
Variation_Profile_ROUTE.XDC
Variation_Profile.bit
TCL_Files:
generateBit.TCL
getLOC.TCL
getRoute.TCL
Fig. 2: MATLAB, TCL and VIVADO interface has been used for device constraint creation
and bit-file generation for characterization phase. There are two VIVADO constraint files,
and one bitstream file has been generated using three TCL scripts.
5.1.1 Placement & Routing
The ring oscillators have been placed over the entire FPGA region, and XDCMacro with de-
tailed routing techniques are used to provide control over place & route. Ring oscillators are
constrained not to occupy the central region of FPGA fabric because we have appropriated
it for other required circuitry.
The architecture of the Xilinx-7 series FPGA consists of configurable logic blocks
(CLB), where each CLB consists of mainly two types of slices, i.e. L and M, and each
one provides different routing paths [47]. The placement location of each slice affects the
routing path. There are mainly four possible configurations of the slice according to the
physical location of the slice w.r.t. switch box. The slice connected to top side is always a
L and the bottom connected slice can be L or M. The slice connected to top-left, bottom-
left, top-right and bottom-right is labeled as TL, BL, TR and BR, respectively, The different
configurations of CLB are mentioned in Figure 3.
The other slice classification is based on the routing delay of the ring oscillators. There
are three possible sets related to the routing delay, i.e. L12, L3 and M . The set L12 contains
slice-L which is placed at top side (i.e. LTL and LTR). Similarly, set L3 contains LBL and
LBR locations, and set M contains MBL and LBR.
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Fig. 3: Configurable logic block (CLB) architecture for Xilinx-7 series FPGA device with
different configurations. Here, LTL, LTR, LBL, LBR represents the slice-L at top-left, top-
right, bottom-left, bottom-right. Similarly,MBL andMBR represents the slice-M at bottom-
left and bottom right locations.
L12 = LTR
⋃
LTL, L3 = LBL
⋃
LBR and
M = MBL
⋃
MBR
(11)
The routing path of each set should produce different routing delay.
5.2 Phase-1: Frequency Variation Profiling
The frequency variation profiling phase requires two steps; 1) Data extraction and 2) Post
processing. The data extraction phase extracts the frequency, and the collected frequencies
have been processed to remove the data transmission error.
5.2.1 Data Extraction
The first step for the proposed approach is data extraction by employing on-chip monitors,
which can be performed with the help of hardware-software co-interface. The hardware
part consists of an FPGA device, and the software interface has been designed MATLAB.
The data transmission is performed by employing standard UART communication protocol
with a data transmission speed of 115200 bits/seconds. The extracted count (αro) data is
converted to frequency data (Fro) using (3). The mean value and standard deviation of the
collected frequency data have been represented as Froµ and Froσ , respectively. All the col-
lected data will be discarded after the completion of the second phase, to minimize the risk
of information leakage.
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5.2.2 Erroneous RO Rejection
The second step performs the post-processing that has been used to remove the highly devi-
ated ring oscillator frequencies. These highly deviated frequencies are termed as "erroneous
RO frequencies". Moreover, we have rejected these frequencies and the obtained error-free
ring oscillator frequencies (F ) using (12).
F = Fro
(
fxroσ
fxroµ
≤ Th
)
, ∀xFro (12)
Here, Fro is the ring oscillator frequencies obtained from the characterization phase and
(F ) represents the error-free ring oscillator frequencies. The mean and standard deviation
value of xth RO frequency is represented as fxroµ and f
x
roσ , respectively.
The parameter Th is defined as the maximum allowable value of the normalized stan-
dard deviation. We have used normalized standard deviation with mean value to reduce the
effect of mean value on the standard deviation. We have analyzed the data of 54 FPGA chips
and observed that the maximum of 1% ring oscillator frequencies are showing bit flipping
error and some frequencies are showing high standard deviation, which can produce unre-
liable response bits. Therefore, we have fixed Th such that 5% of the total frequencies are
discarded and not used for further processing.
The effect of threshold variation (Th) on the number of the erroneous ring oscillator is
depicted in Figure 4. We have achieved a threshold value Th = 0.002 for 5% error band.
However, the increment in Th value reduces the % erroneous frequencies and vice versa.
The selected error-free ring oscillator frequencies are represented as F , the mean values
are Fµ, the standard deviation values are Fσ and the number of error-free frequencies are
represented as Z
5.2.3 Frequency Variation Results
We have extracted a total of 11264, 5696 and 3520 ring oscillators count data from each
Nexys-4 DDR, Basys-3 and Zybo FPGA chips respectively at room temperature. We have
collected a total of 32 frequency samples for each ring oscillator. Figure 5 shows the heat
map for the mean (Fµ) and standard deviation (Fσ) of frequencies extracted from all three
type FPGA chips.
The mean frequency span Fµspan forNexys-4 DDR, Basys-3 and Zybo chips are 64.78MHz,
54.28MHz and 54.71MHz, respectively. Similarly, standard deviation span Fσspan are 249.4KHz,
235.24KHz and 229.4KHz for Nexys-4 DDR, Basys-3 and Zybo FPGA chips, respectively.
5.2.4 Effect of Routing Bias
The reduction in routing delay increases the frequency and vice-versa. Figure 6 shows the
effect of routing delay variation on all three possible placement location sets for Basys-
3 FPGA device. There are three different distributions, and each represents a slice type.
The statistical distribution parameters have been evaluated with the help of empirical nor-
mal distribution of frequencies N (µ, σ2). The highest mean frequency 418.10 MHz has
been achieved by selecting locations from set L12, and the minimum mean frequency 402.3
MHz is achieved by selecting locations from slice-M. The maximum frequency range for
biased placement and unbiased placement are 47.11 and 32.51 MHz, respectively. The im-
provement in the frequency range for biased placement is about 1.43 times of the unbiased
placement.
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Fig. 4: The effect of threshold selection on the number of erroneous ring oscillator for 54
FPGA chips. The rejection threshold is fixed at Th = 0.002, which can reject a maximum
of 5% ring oscillator instances.
The ring oscillator implementation to all possible locations (i.e. L12, L3 and M ) in-
troduces routing bias, which increases frequency variation range. Therefore routing delay
variation with biased placement certainly improved the frequency difference.
5.3 Phase-2: ROPUF Creation
The obtained set of error-free ring oscillator frequencies (F ) are randomly distributed across
the frequency scale, and we have to select M ring oscillators out of Z number of ring
oscillators to increase frequency difference. Therefore second phase adaptively searches for
M suitable locations out of Z , which maximizes the pairwise frequency difference (PFD).
The frequency difference for a pair of ring oscillator is expressed as (13).
∆f = ∆f + ∆fεm + ∆fεt (13)
Therefore, the essential condition required to avoid unstable response generation for
each pair is manifested in (14).
|∆f | ≥ max (|∆fεm + ∆fεt |) (14)
The behavior of each ring oscillator is uncertain, therefore the estimation ofmax (|∆fεm + ∆fεt |)
is difficult. Consequently, we have designed an adaptive approach to increase ∆f , such that
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Fig. 5: Frequency variation profiling data evaluated for three different FPGA chips. Here,
Fµdtype and Fσdtype are the mean and standard deviation value heat-map for dtype FPGA
device. Here, dtype is nex, bas and zyb for Nexys-4DDR, Basys-3 and Zybo, respectively.
it can compensate both environmental error as well as measurement error. Although mea-
surement error is limited by employing erroneous RO rejection technique, still there are
chances that aggregation of both errors can produce unreliable response bits.
The approach, we are using is based on grouping such that it increases the inter-group
frequency difference. The step used to create ROPUF place and route constraints are men-
tioned in Figure 7.
We are using K-means clustering based approach which has been used to create groups,
such that the intra-group distance should be minimized [2]. The reduction in intra-group
distance may improve the inter-cluster distance. There are mainly two reasons to select K-
means based clustering, which are as follows.
– The number of frequencies to be selected (M ) is fixed, therefore the number of clusters
is the same as the number of frequencies to be selected.
– K-means clustering is sensitive to outliers (frequencies which are far apart from the
mean value), and inclusion of noisy frequencies significantly improved the frequency
difference.
We are assuming that K-means centroid frequencies (C) during each iteration seems not
to resemble at the frequency scale (F ), therefore we are choosing the ith frequency which
is near to the centroid (ci) using (15).
ci = F (indexof(min|F − ci|)),∀i ∈ 1, 2, . . . ,Z (15)
The inter-group frequency difference is further improved using centroid relocation based
approach. The centroid relocation based approach shift the centroid and searches for the
frequencies, which increases minimum pairwise frequency difference (χ). The minimum
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Fig. 7: ROPUF Constraint creation phase 2, this phase requires five steps to create place &
route constraints.
pairwise frequency difference (χ) is defined as the minimum frequency difference among
(M2 ) possible pairs, and it can be evaluated using (16).
χ = min(|∆f i|), ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . .
(
M
2
)
}; (16)
The metric χ provides a worst-case analysis of frequency difference for the proposed ap-
proach. Five steps have been used to generate ROPUF place & route constraints. As we have
modified the ring oscillator design by inserting a latch circuit, therefore we have omitted the
routing path validation scheme from the previous work [9]. The following steps have been
used during the second phase to select suitable ring oscillator locations, which improves χ.
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5.3.1 Clustering Based Grouping
K-means clustering approach works based on expected maximization approach, which is
used to minimize the intra-cluster distance [14], and it may improve the inter-cluster dis-
tance. We are searching for the set of frequencies, which improves the minimum pairwise
frequency difference (χ). We have added a function in the K-means clustering to test the
minimum pairwise frequency difference (χ) during each iteration and stored the centroid
values, which provides the highest χ among iterations. The convergence of the improved
algorithm is the same as the standard K-means algorithm based on intra-cluster distance.
The steps require to maximize χ has been explained in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Modified K-means based grouping approach
Initialization:
begin
C = generateInitialCentroid(F );
end
K-means Clustering
begin
1: Calculate inter centroid minimum distance (χ) in between all centroid cj , j ∈ 1, 2, . . . ,M and store
χ in variable βp and store the corresponding centroid value in a list `p.
2: Compute distance ψi for ith frequency instance fi, i ∈ 1, 2, . . . ,Z with all centroids C.
3: Label ith instance with j such that ψi is minimum.
4: Replace centroid cj , j ∈ 1, . . . ,M with average of the frequencies labeled with j.
5: Find nearest existing frequency for each cj from F and store it in list `c.
6: Calculate χ in between all elements of list `c and store it in βc.
7: if βc > βp then
(i) `p = `c and βp to βc
end
else
(i) No modifications.
end
8: Repeat Steps (2) to (8) until cj does not becomes fixed or the maximum number of iterations kmax.
9: The optimized centroid list is `p and maximized χ is βp.
end
Initialization K-means approach sensitive to the initialization, thus we have applied differ-
ent centroid initialization techniques, i.e. Linearly spaced frequency vector, Uniform density
based initialization, K-means based initialization (K-means++) and Random initialization.
– Linearly spaced centroid: The linearly spaced vector is generated in the ring oscillator
frequency range, where two consecutive frequencies have the same frequency differ-
ence.
– Uniform density based centroid: Two consecutive frequencies have the same number
of instances.
– K-means based initial centroid: K-means itself has been used for initial centroid gen-
eration.
– Random initial centroids: Choose initial centroid uniformly at random in a provided
frequency range.
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The effect of seeding on χ is shown in Figure 8. The linearly spaced centroids based
initial vector improves the χ for M ≤ 32, but the performance degrades for M > 32.
Similarly, the performance for K-means based initialization provide better χ for M ≥ 64.
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Fig. 8: The variation of minimum pairwise frequency difference (χ) for different seed ini-
tialization methods and ring oscillator instances (M ).
Intra-group Minimization The intra group minimization has been performed with the help
of distance function (ψ). The minimum distance ψimin for i
th frequency instance with all
centroids C has been evaluated using (17).
ψimin = min (‖cj − fi‖) ,∀cj ∈ C (17)
K-means based approach minimizes ψ during each iteration and for each frequency
instance. The assessment of K-means clustering has been performed by employing mean
intra-cluster distance (MICD) [36]. The mean intra-cluster distance (MICD) for jth centroid
can be determined using (18).
MICDj =
1
Nj
∑
x∈Fcj
‖x− cj‖
MICD =
1
M
M∑
j=1
(MICDj)
(18)
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Here Fcj is the set of ring oscillator frequencies relating cj centroid frequency, Nj are
the number of elements in jth cluster and MICD is the mean of MICD.
Inter-group Maximization The inter-cluster minimum distance (ICMD) has been used to
evaluate the performance of K-means clustering [36]. The metric ICMD is same as min-
imum pairwise frequency difference (χ) for K-means clustering. The evaluation of χ has
performed during each iteration, and χ value along with the centroids has been stored in β
and list `, respectively.
K-means convergence is the same as earlier to minimize intra-cluster distance, but we
have modified the algorithm in such a way that it also checks the centroids, which can
improve the χ. The algorithm converges with the minimization of the mean intra-cluster
distance.
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Fig. 9: The effect of improved K-means on χ during iterations. The maximum χmax is
achieved at iteration #16, therefore optimized centroids are centroids available at iteration
#16.
The proposed approach dependent on number of ring oscillator instances (M), there-
fore we have assessed the performance of K-means by employing MICD and χ evaluation
metric. The effect of improved K-means on χ and MICD is depicted in Figure 9. MICD
metric improvement is similarly as standard K-means, but we are searching for the global
maximum of χ, which is achieved at iteration #16. We are storing the centroid values be-
longs to the iteration #16 and consider these centroids as optimized centroids.
The effectiveness of the improved K-means based grouping approach has been evaluated
by comparing it with some other frequency selection techniques, i.e. Mean based selection,
Median based selection, Random frequency selection and K-means based selection [9].
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– Mean based selection: Select the M frequency data points such that the neighbor fre-
quencies have an equal distance.
– Median based selection: Select M frequency data points such that the difference be-
tween two consecutive frequencies has the same number of ring oscillator instances.
– Random frequency selection: SelectM frequency instances, uniformly at random from
all the available frequency instances.
We have improved K-means clustering by including inter-centroid global maximum se-
lection technique along with mean based initialization. The frequency difference increment
is evaluated by comparing the improved K-means approach with the other approaches. We
have performed a comparison of improved K-means with previous K-means for 20 Nexys-4
DDR FPGA devices, as shown in Figure 10. We have found that improved K-means provides
an average improvement of 46.4% as compared to K-means [9].
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Fig. 10: The performance evaluation of improved K-means with the K-means in terms of
minimum pairwise frequency difference (χ) on 20 Nexys-4DDR FPGA devices and the
ROPUF configuration is M16.
The comparison with other approaches with improved K-means are shown in Figure
11, which signifies that the improved K-means based approach increase the χ among all
methods. The second best performance is the mean based frequency selection procedure.
The proposed approach provide same frequency difference for M ≤ 16 and it improves the
χ for M > 16.
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quency selection approaches in terms of χ and the variation of χ with M.
5.3.2 Relocating Centroid For Difference Maximization
The centroid obtained through the modified K-means algorithm increases frequency differ-
ence but the difference is randomly distributed, and minimum pairwise frequency difference
can be increased by shifting selected frequency points, therefore we are proposing centroid
relocation based difference maximization approach as shown in Algorithm 3.
The approach has been used after getting centroids from a modified K-means clustering
approach. The approach evaluates frequency difference and checks the possible movement
direction, If the frequency difference in the left side is larger than right side then shifting has
to be performed in the left direction, else the direction will be the right side. The shifting
can reduce the high-frequency difference and increases the low-frequency difference. The
approach is iterative and performed until the possible movement locations does not exhaust.
The improvement in χ is evaluated for 20 Nexys-4 DDR FPGA devices for M =
8, 16, 32 and 64 ring oscillators. Figure 12 shows the improvement in χ and the improve-
ment is significant. Moreover, the average improvement for M = 8 and M = 16 are less
than 10%, but the improvement for M = 32 and M = 64 are 27.69% and 50.37%. The
improvement is higher for a large value of M because, for large ring oscillators the K-means
based approach provides small χ and centroid shifting improvement is comparatively sig-
nificant.
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Algorithm 3 Centroid relocation for difference maximization
Input: Sorted ring oscillator frequency mean values = ν
Number of centroids = M
Maximum Iterations = maxiters
K-means centroid list = `p
Pseudocode:
begin
1: Perform sorting operation in ascending order on K-means centroid list `p and stored it in `s .
2: Evaluate successive pairwise centroid frequency difference ∆`sk , k = (i, j), i ∈ 1, 2, . . . 2M − 1
and j = i+ 1.
3: Find the minimum value ∆`smin and its index km from frequency difference list ∆`sk . Assign
threshold th to ∆`smin .
4: Select the neighbor frequency difference ∆`skm−1 and ∆`skm+1 .
5: Check neighbor frequency difference, if ∆`skm−1 > ∆`skm+1 then centroid movement direction
dir = L else dir = R. L = Left and R = Right.
6: if dir = L then shifting element is `si from sorted frequency data ν, else shifting elements is `sj .
7: if dir == L then
(i) Find the index of `si and `si−1 from frequency data ν, and store it in ~R and ~L, respectively.
(ii) Search new `si from ν~R to ν~L such that the index increment factor p should satisfy|ν~L − ν~R−p | > th, p ∈ 1, 2, . . . , pmax.
(iii) If p does not satisfy (ii), then reverse the direction for search dir = R and goto step (6).
(iv) New centroid value `si is ν~R−pmax .
end
else
(i) Find the index of `sj and `sj+1 from frequency data ν, and store it in ~L and ~R, respectively.
(ii) Search new `sj from ν~L to ν~R such that the index increment factor p should satisfy|ν~R − ν~L+p | > th, p ∈ 1, 2, . . . , pmax.
(iii) If p does not satisfy (ii), then reverse the direction for search dir = L and goto step (6).
(iv) New centroid value `sj is ν~L+pmax .
end
8: Update current centroid `si or `sj with `si or `sj , respectively.
9: Repeat step (2) - (9) until location varies or till maximum number of iterations maxiter .
end
5.3.3 Ring Oscillator Group Assignment
The hardware design comprises of two different groups; lower groups and upper groups,
where all ring oscillator instances of the lower group (LG) should be compared to the ring
oscillators at the upper group (UG). Each group contains M2 ring oscillator frequencies, such
that each group contains some frequencies in ordered and some frequencies in random trend.
The ratio of κ decides that the number of ring oscillator frequencies are randomly allocated
with total frequencies. The possible value of parameter κ can be evaluated using (19).
κ =
i
2x−1
,∀i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2x−1}, x = log2
(
M
2
)
(19)
Let’s suppose that M = 16, then x = 3 and the possible randomness ratio κ =
{0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}. Therefore out of M ring oscillator frequencies, κ×M frequencies are
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Fig. 12: The % improvement in the χ by employing centroid relocation based approach and
the effect of M value on χ.
randomly assigned and remaining (1− κ)×M are orderly assigned. The group assignment
affects the uniformity, and two NIST statistical tests, i.e. frequency and block frequency test
can provide a validation of uniformity, therefore we are validating ring oscillator assignment
performance with NIST statistical tests.
5.3.4 Randomized Placement
The allocated ring oscillators frequencies follow the sorting order consequently we have
performed group based randomization. We are randomly indexing selected ring oscillator
frequencies. The ring oscillators are randomly placed, which deforms the output sequences
in such a manner that the sequences should avoid creating the same response patterns on
different hardwares. The randomized placement effectively removes the patterns, and it also
reduces the chances for appearing the same sequence, therefore it enhanced the uniqueness
as well as it also improves the randomness of the responses. The effect of randomized place-
ment has been evaluated by employing the uniqueness metric and minimum entropy.
5.3.5 Create Constraint Files
The randomized placement provides the selected locations for each ring oscillators. We have
extracted the routing path information from the characterization constraints and create place-
ment and routing constraint files. The constraint creation is automated through MATLAB and
TCL scripting.
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5.4 Algorithm Computation time
The overall computation time is bifurcate in two parts; 1.) Frequency characterization phase
(tp1) and 2.) ROPUF constraints creation (tp2). The synthesis implementation and bitstream
generation time is not included for the fair assessment.
5.4.1 Frequency Characterization Time (tp1)
The frequency characterization time (tp1) is approximated linearly varied with the number
of ring oscillator instances (Z) and the number samples for each ring oscillators (m) during
characterization process. The ring oscillator enable pulse duration for each ring oscillator is
fixed at 122.87µsec, and the data transmission time is considerable extensive as compared
to enable pulse duration. The average time requires to measure a single sample of a ring os-
cillator instance is about 3msec. We have unfolded circuit two times to reduce computation
time. Moreover, it increases the characterization area, but the area will be unoccupied after
the completion of the characterization phase.
5.4.2 ROPUF Constraint Creation Time (tp2)
Apart from the characterization, the second phase also requires time to produce ROPUF
place and route constraints. K-means clustering has a computation time complexity ofO(n log n)
[2]. Similarly, the computation time requires for the centroid relocation based approach has
been evaluated using MATLAB delay function. Figure 7 shows the computation time de-
pendency on the number of iterations for the centroid relocation approach, and it is evident
that average computation time increases with the increment in the number of average iter-
ations. The computation time for constraint creation is much smaller than characterization
(tp2  tp1), therefore it can be managed with characterization.
6 Experimental setup & Evaluation Metric
The proposed method has been evaluated using standard quality metrics, i.e. uniqueness
and reliability [32]. The reliability and uniqueness metric have been evaluated by using
intra-chip hamming distance HDintra and inter-chip hamming distance HDinter . Hamming
distance can be evaluated using (20).
HD(x, y) =
k∑
z=1
|Rxz −Ryz | (20)
Here, Rx and Ry are two k bit response sequences. The randomness has been evalu-
ated using NIST random statistical suite. Moreover, we have used a maximum of 54 FPGA
devices ( i.e. 24 Nexys-4 DDR, 10 Basys-3 and 20 Zybo), and a single ROPUF has been im-
plemented on a device, but the number of ROPUF per device can be increased by utilizing
the remaining slices. We have used four different configurations, i.e. M8, M16, M32 and
M64, whereas these configurations can produce 15, 63, 255 and 1023 bits long responses,
respectively.
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Fig. 13: The effect of M value on average computation time based on MATLAB software
and average number of iteration for centroid relocation approach.
6.1 Experimental Setup
We have designed "Hardware-Software" based co-interface for the automation of the charac-
terization and ROPUF constraints creation phase by employing TCL and MATLAB scripts.
The temperature variation is achieved with a temperature environment enclosure (Espec SH-
241 Temperature & Humidity Chamber) as shown in Figure 14, and the temperature range
is fixed in between −5◦C to 75◦C with a step size of 10◦C. Similarly, supply voltage vari-
ation has been achieved by modifying one Basys-3 FPGA device, and the voltage variation
range has kept in between 0.9V to 1.1V with a step size of 20mV. The real-time temperature
and the supply voltage has been monitored for verification, using XADC interface and TCL
scripts. The reference operating conditions (Tref=35
◦C and Vref=1000mV ) has been used
for the evaluation perspective.
The proposed approach is completed in two different phases. The first phase is used
to collect frequency data using on-chip frequency monitors. In order to extract frequency
variations, we have designed and interfaced an IP-Core for characterization, termed as
"VMAP_zybo" as shown in Figure 15. The Zynq processing system IP-core has interfaced
with AXI and UART-Lite for data extraction and data transmission [48]. Similarly, we have
implemented a standard UART protocol for Artix-7 FPGA devices.
6.2 Randomness Test
The randomness of the response is evaluated by applying the NIST statistical test suite [5].
"A Statistical Test Suite for Random and Pseudorandom Number Generators for Crypto-
graphic Applications" revision 1-A, has been used to test the randomness based on χ2 sta-
tistical distribution. The suite consists of a total of 15 possible tests, and the applicability of
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Fig. 14: Temperature variation enclosure, "Espec SH-241 Temperature & Humidity Cham-
ber" with a maximum variation range from −40◦ C to 150◦C.
Fig. 15: Ring oscillator characterization and variation MAP creation using VMAP_zybo
IP-Core, interfaced with AXI and ZYNQ-PS (processing system).
each test is dependent on the input sequence length. Furthermore, each sequence should have
at least 100 bits to apply 9 basic tests. The authors have validated the randomness effect on
small length sequences [26] [51] [54]. However, at least one million bit sequences required
to apply all 15 statistical tests. We have applied NIST tests to M16 and M32 configura-
tion only, however, the remaining configurations M4 and M8 do not provide the appropriate
sequence length to apply the test.
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Table 1: NIST statistical tests results variations with applicable κ and M values
Test Name
M32 (κ = 0.375) M32 (κ = 0.5) M64 (κ = 0.3125) M64 (κ = 0.375)
P-Value % Proportion P-Value % Proportion P-Value % Proportion P-Value % Proportion
Frequency 0.03517 100.004 0.07572 98.144 0.02054 100.004 0.15376 96.304
Block Frequency 0.41902 100.004 0.65793 100.004 0.09657 98.144 0.09731 100.004
Cumsum Forward 0.07572 100.004 0.02074 98.144 0.05898 100.004 0.09657 96.304
Cumsum Reverse 0.01560 100.004 0.15376 98.144 0.28966 100.004 0.19168 96.304
Runs 0.41902 100.004 0.12232 100.004 0.07572 100.004 0.35048 98.144
Longest Runs of 1’s 0.39706 100.004 0.81653 100.004 0.95583 98.144 0.31908 98.144
Entropy 0.08558 100.004 0.57490 100.004 0.01304 100.004 0.01451 98.144
Serial 0.53414 100.004 0.28966 98.144 0.17187 100.004 0.13728 96.304
Serial 0.17186 100.004 0.17186 100.004 0.10879 100.004 0.65793 98.144
DFT NA NA NA NA 0.02695 100.004 0.45593 100.004
4 : Passed Test
NA: Not applicable
Block frequency test block length (M): 20 ,
Max entropy block length (me): me < blog2(n)c - 5
Serial test block length (ms): ms < blog2(n)c - 2
Confidence interval (αtest) : 0.01
We can apply nine out of fifteen and ten out of fifteen tests forM32 andM64 configura-
tion, respectively. The list of applicable tests according to sequence length is as follows. The
frequency, block frequency, runs, longest runs of ones in a block, serial, approximate en-
tropy, DFT, and cumulative sums, whereas each test has its own significance. For example,
two out of these nine tests are used to validate the frequency of 1’s and 0’s in the sequence,
which provides a better assessment of the uniformity.
We have produced ROPUF sequences by applying a random initial LFSR seed and test
the generated sequences for NIST statistical tests. We have produced a total of 54 sequences,
each from an FPGA device with a single seed value, and out of 54 at least 51 sequences (at
least 94.44% sequences) should have to be passed for a confidence interval α = 0.01.
The effect of randomness factor κ has been validated, and the obtained results are shown
in Figure 16. There are only two possible κ values provides 100% passing rate for M32
and two possible κ values for M64 configurations. For a small value of κ, frequency and
cumulative sum tests have been failed, because of the over-uniform responses. As the κ value
increases, the uniformity reduces, and randomness increases, which improves the results and
further increment in κ produces responses with over-randomness, which leads to failed most
of the tests. The summarized results for applicable sequences are presented in Table 1. There
are two possible sequences for M32 and two possible sequences for M64 has passed all the
NIST statistical tests.
6.2.1 Minimum Entropy
The random sequences should have high entropy to pass the NIST statistical test for approx-
imate entropy. Moreover, the entropy extracted through the ring oscillator can be expressed
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Fig. 16: NIST statistical test pass percentage with the randomness ratio (κ) variation. The
number of passed tests have κ = 0.375, 0.5 for M32 and κ = 0.3125, 0.375 for M64
configuration.
as log2(M ! ) [42]. Since, we are using M32 and M64 design, which can provide a maximum
of log2(32! ) and log2(64! ) bit entropy.
The proposed approach uses a randomized placement and an LFSR design. Therefore,
these two techniques certainly improve the minimum bound of the entropy. Whereas, we can
measure lower bound of entropy (HiLB) for ith bit position and full lower bound of entropy
(HFLB) of the whole sequence using (21) [19].
HiLB = −log2
[
max(bi1, b
i
0)
]
;
HFLB = 1k
k∑
i=1
HiLB;
(21)
Here, bi1 and b
i
0 are the number of 1’s and 0’s in a binary sequence on many hardware
for the ith bit location and k is the maximum response bits extracted from single ROPUF
instance. The full minimum entropy (HFLB) for 54 devices has been evaluated using (21)
and depicted in Figure 17 for both M32 and M64 design with all possible κ configurations.
The mean value of HFLB for M32 and M64 are 0.8519 and 0.8564, respectively, with
all κ variation. However, the maximum theoretical value is 1 when the number of 1’s and 0’s
are equally distributed over each bit position. Therefore we have achieved a good minimum
entropy value for both M32 and M64 hardware designs.
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Fig. 17: Full minimum entropy HFLB for M32 and M64 with different κ configurations
.
6.3 Reliability Evaluation
PUF can produce a random signature from a digital circuit. Moreover, the digital circuit uses
the device manufacturing variation, which is uncontrolled and sensitive to environmental
noise. Consequently, frequencies of ring oscillator may vary, which produces random bit
flipping. The proposed approach increases the minimum pairwise frequency difference (χ)
and presuming that it may improve reliability.
The reliability is defined for PUF response variation under different environmental con-
ditions (e). The reliability can be evaluated in terms of intra-chip hamming distance (HDintra),
which is defined as the number of response (R) bit flipping at different environmental con-
ditions out of k bits. The variation has been observed by comparing response (Re) with
the golden responses (Rg). The golden response is the response which can be extracted at
reference environmental variations. The intra-chip hamming distance for ith PUF can be
evaluated using (22).
HDintrai =
1
k
e∑
j=1
HD(Rgi , Ri,j); (22)
The reliability metric ri of ith device can be evaluated using (23).
ri =
[
1−
(
HDintrai
e
)]
(23)
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Fig. 18: The effect of environmental variations (temperature and supply voltage) on intra
chip hamming distance (HDintra), measured for a single Basys-3 FPGA device.
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Fig. 19: Inter-chip hamming distance (HDinter) for M32 with k = 0.375, 0.5 and M64
with k = 0.3125, 0.375.
Table 2: % The summarized reliability results in the presence of environmental variations.
Here, rmax, rmin and ravg are the maximum, minimum and average reliability values
M VCC Variation Temp Variation
rmax rmin ravg rmax rmin ravg
32 1 0.9921 0.9961 1 0.9961 0.9980
64 1 0.9785 0.9890 1 0.9873 0.9936
Here, Rgi and Ri,j both are the k bit response for the i
th device. Rgi is the reference or
golden response and Ri,j is the response obtained in the presence of the jth environmental
condition.
The proposed improved K-means with centroid relocation enhanced the minimum pair-
wise frequency difference (χ), therefore reliability improvement is apparent. The evaluation
metric HDintra in the presence of supply voltage and temperature variation is manifested in
Figure 18. The worst case reliability for M32 and M64 have been improved by 1.18% and
0.78% in the presence of voltage variation.
The sequences obtained through M8 and M16 provide a response length of 15 and 63
bits, therefore the reliability for these approaches are far better than M32. The increment
in the M value can reduce minimum pairwise frequency difference (χ), consequently, the
reliability has been reduced. Therefore, we are considering the large value of M, i.e. M32
and M64, which have already passed NIST statistical test, and assumed that reliability for
M8 and M16 is better than M32 as well as M64.
The average reliability obtained through the Figure 18 has been summarized in Table 2.
The average reliability improvement for M32 and M64 are 0.35% and 1.14%, respectively.
6.4 Uniqueness
The uniqueness is quite an important metric to ensure that two devices are not producing
the same responses for the same applied challenges. The uniqueness can be evaluated using
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Table 3: Comparison of the group of PUF characteristics of the proposed scheme with those
of earlier schemes
Method %ravg %u k Resources
Resources/bit
FPGA Tech. ∆T ∆VVref
NIST
( App.
Total
)Norm
ROPUF [42] ? 99.52 46.15 128 1024 ROs 8.0000 63.79 Vertex-4 90nm 100◦C 20% ?
Maiti-CRO [33] 99.14 47.31 127 512 Slices 4.0314 32.14 Spartan-3E 90nm 40◦C 40% ?
Improved ROPUF [26] 95% 49.32 150 1200 Slices 8.0000 63.79 Spartan3E 90nm ? 0.83% 8
15
4
Self Compare [16] † 99.80 49.07 256 4 LUTs 0.0039 0.032 Spartan-6 45nm 65◦C ? ?
Compact RO [1] 99.16 47.13 256 32 Slices 0.1250 0.996 Spartan-6 45nm ? ? 6
PUF-ID [18] ‡ 99.40 45.60 128 128 Slices 1.0000 7.974 Artix-7 28nm 75◦C 20% ?
Biased ROPUF [8] 99.05 35.83 256 32 Slices 0.1250 0.996 Artix-7 28nm 40◦C ? 6
Previous Work [9] 99.35 49.83 255 32 Slices 0.1254 1.000 Artix-7 28nm 80◦C 20% 9
15
4
Proposed Work (M32) 99.70 49.90 255 32 Slices 0.1254 1.000 Artix-7 28nm 80◦C 20% 9
15
4
? = Failed/Not reported. k = Maximum Response Length. ∆T = Tmax − Tmin (Temperature
Variation Range).
∆V = Vmax − Vmin (Supply Voltage Variation Range). † = Required resources excluding adaptive
tuning circuits.
? = Assuming that 1-RO requires 1 Slice. ‡ = Post processing. Vref = Reference voltage.
Norm= Normalized Resources/bit.
NIST = NIST test status. ( ApplicableTotal ) and (4 = Passed, 6 = Failed)
inter-chip hamming distance (HDinter). The inter-chip hamming distance is evaluated in
between q number of different devices. The inter-chip variation appears due to the inter-
chip random variation. The inter-chip hamming distance (HDinter) in between q number of
different chip can be evaluated using (24).
HDinter =
1
k
q−1∑
i=1
q∑
j=i+1
HD(Ri, Rj) (24)
Here, Ri and Rj are the k bit responses and i 6= j. The theoretical value of the interchip
hamming distance is HDinter = 0.5. The uniqueness metric (u) is evaluated using (25).
u =
2×HDinter
q(q − 1) (25)
Figure 19 represents the inter chip hamming distance (HDinter) for M32 and M64
configuration. Figure 19a and 19b represents the inter-chip hamming distance for M32 with
κ = 0.375, 0.5 and M64 with κ = 0.3125, 0.375. The distribution obtained through inter-
chip hamming distance looks like Gaussian distribution, therefore we have fit the distribution
with standard normal distribution and empirically determined the statistical parameters for
inter-chip hamming distance. The mean value for each distribution is near to theoretical
value 0.5.
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The randomized placement deforms the sorting order of the placement locations, there-
fore the output response is random, and the responses obtained from the different devices are
randomized for the same challenge (C). The improvement in the uniqueness is significant,
and the uniqueness value is near to theoretical value. The obtained average uniqueness value
has a maximum deviation of 0.22% as compared to the theoretical value.
6.5 Comparison
The proposed method is examined along with some of the existing approaches, and a com-
parison has been presented in Table 3. The reliability metric is the quite essential in order
to evaluate the reproducibility of the sequences because the non-reproducible sequences can
not be utilized for device authentication application. Moreover, the standalone ROPUF can
not defend against ML attacks and modeling attacks.
All the existing approaches in the group have reliability > 99% except [26], which
is not considered for reliability comparison. The approach [16] has the highest reliability,
whereas our method occupies the second position among the group. However, this approach
[16] doesn’t take voltage variations into consideration. We have considered both supply
voltage and the temperature variation, and even the temperature range is higher by 15◦C
compared to the method in [16]. Moreover, our approach provides 100% reliability in the
same temperature variation range, as mentioned in [16]. The method in [18] provides reli-
able responses in the presence of both temperature and supply voltage variation, however,
it requires post-processing to achieve that much reliability. The approaches [1] [8], provide
reliable response with no environmental variations. The approaches [33] [42], provide better
reliability as compared to all other approaches, except our approach, in the presence of envi-
ronmental variations. Therefore if we are considering the effect of environmental variations,
then our approach shows superiority among the considered approaches in the group.
Our proposed approach requires 32 slices in order to produce 255 bit CRPs. The method
in [16] provide minimum utilization of the slices, however, the area for adaptive tuning cir-
cuit on hardware requires extra circuitry, which is not reported in the paper. The methods [1]
[8] [9] occupy similar number of slices in comparison to our present approach. Furthermore,
the resources required to produce a single bit response is approximately the same as reported
in [8] [9].
The approach in [42], provides significantly good reliability with the comparatively large
environmental variation range. However, the method consumes 32 times extra slices to im-
plement ring oscillators in order to produce the same number of response bits. The approach
in [33], provides a reliable response, but the uniqueness is less and area utilization is signif-
icantly large i.e. approximately 30 times.
The randomized placement provides the highest uniqueness value in the group of exist-
ing PUF design. The method in [16] and [26] provide a uniqueness value > 49%. However,
[16] requires extra computation time and resource utilization for adaptive tuning, and the
method in [26] has poor reliability. Apart from [16] and [26], no other approach is able to
achieve that much of uniqueness value.
Finally, one of the strengths of the present approach is randomness. The proposed ap-
proach passes all nine applicable NIST statistical test by employing random group allocation
of the ring oscillator. We have included a configurable randomness factor κ, which allows
passing all nine tests for two randomness factor. The approaches in [26] passed eight tests
out of nine applicable tests. Apart from these, no other method in the group is bale to pass
the NIST statistical tests.
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In summary, the proposed approach has these features, which show the superiority
over the existing approaches- i) excellent reliability despite environmental variations, ii)
enhanced uniqueness, iii) improved randomness, iv) hardware/area efficient and v) imple-
mented on recent technology (28nm). All these features are simultaneously available in the
cost of one additional phase for characterization, which can be accomplished with auto char-
acterization framework at the time of PUF creation.
6.6 Security Threats
As the proposed approach is engaged in two phases, therefore, the information leakage
during PUF creation can produce serious threats. Moreover, the PUF creation environment
should be secure. If an attacker is able to extract the frequency information, then it is possible
for him to evaluate centroid frequency by employing the proposed approach. The random-
ized placement reduced the chances to predict responses bits because the frequency order-
ing and the placement is random. Moreover, the ROPUF architecture is the same as earlier;
therefore, it can not resists against the modeling attacks, i.e. GA based modeling [34] and
quicksort based modeling [38]. However, the proposed approach enhanced the performance
of all three essential features such as reliability, uniqueness and randomness. Therefore it
can be used with some other true random number generator (TRNG) or pseudo-random
number generator (PRNG) to improve security performance.
7 Conclusion
The proposed method using novel augmentations provide significant improvement in reli-
ability as well as uniqueness, simultaneously despite voltage as well as temperature vari-
ations. The proposed approach has been primarily implemented and validated on 28nm-
technology Xilinx FPGA. The randomness for the proposed method passes NIST statisti-
cal tests for randomness facilitated by randomized placement. The approach requires two-
phases- the first phase requires one-time additional efforts (trusted environment) to perform
frequency pre-characterization on FPGA; whereas the second phase is utilized for RO se-
lection in order to maximize frequency difference. The ring oscillator PUF design proposed
in this paper can be used along with with other circuitry like TRNG/PRNG to improve the
machine learning resistivity. The work on device authentication protocol and the reliability
examination against device aging is currently being pursued by us.
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